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unlike the appstore, we are unable to use arbitrary distributions of ares' code, as this involves the uploading and downloading of arbitrary files, which is not possible on gamespot. also, we are unable to provide feedback on the quality of our applications and content until they are released for download. our only option is to offer downloads of our applications as a service: we would have to have a separate module called areschat, which would take care of your chat functions, and another application that would take care of the file transfer and download. but we don't have the time to develop two completely separate applications. the primary difference between ares and gnutella is that we allow for a much smoother download of files. we have found that frequent file transfers take a lot of time, and this can ruin the point of ares. files that take a long time to download from gnutella are useless in the long run, as one would have
to wait for the file to finish downloading before downloading more. temple-raston: isis fighters aren't dumb. they know that they are trying to control information. and while they're vulnerable to "alt-lightening," the notion that something can be light yet dark at the same time, they're not expected to be able to connect it to the internet. ares was ready for this, waiting to strike. temple-raston: ares operators used the tools available to them to make isis' media operations something of an interactive game. isis fighters had to put parts together to play the game, and they had no idea where the parts came from. temple-raston: when isis forgot about the game, ares attacked. they started dumping malicious html directly onto video files, directly onto websites, and injected embedded videos with malware. they hid in youtube's videos, slowing them down. when they planted a virus in the jabbi application used by isis, they fooled

the app into admitting that it was isis. that was a double-edged move. while it seemed as if jabbi had turned on isis, the software stopped transmitting telemetry to isis, meaning that the unit could see that its enemies had just turned off its own mobile phone operating system.
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The method for the measurement of elastic deformations by wavefront interferometry has been applied in a novel way to non-interferometric systems. Our approach has the advantage of avoiding the measurement of the phase directly and measuring only the total thickness change. The method is independent of the scattering of light due to the sample and is applicable
to arbitrary wavefronts (non-symmetric as well as symmetric with respect to the incident optical axis). Also, the method enables fast measurement of complete wavefront profiles (even if the direction of the displacement field changes). A new robotic system was developed for the measurement of deformation gradient fields around a crack tip. The system is based on a
robotic microscope and an ODA setup. For the characterization of this system, experiments on a uniaxial test specimen as well as on a micro-mechanical device have been performed. Also, the results from an inverse fracture problem are shown. TEMPLE-RASTON: They'd been working with Adobe's IT department to find the information that the ARES raid team used to

identify the weaknesses in ISIS' security. While Adobe's IT team was helping them get into ISIS' networks, the ARES team began to log in as the ISIS operators as training - something that's never happened before on that network. A key to unlocking that information was learning how to bypass the lock screens on the files that the ISIS operators used to communicate on
chat and IRC. With a few more keystrokes - an online program loaded into the ARES raid team's Windows systems and taken from the command servers on ISIS' networks - it was like they could be any one of those people. 5ec8ef588b
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